IRews from tbe Iflurefng TOorttt.
FEASTS AND FESTIVALS:
Notices of Christmas entertainments in hospitals and other institutions will be inserted this year as usual in the columns of The Hospital, but it is essential that they be received as soon as possible after the events have taken place. It is also desirable that announcements of approaching festivities intended for publication should be sent in at an early date. Some of our correspondents seem to fancy that newspapers are printed on the day of publication. CHARING nurses fast disappearing from the profession. The slow, distinct articulation tells of many years association with the aged. The nervous manner, the diffident self-effacement, and the simplicity revealing every passing emotion in the face, and knowing no disguise, point to a life spent entirely out of the world. It is easy to read in the lines of the little apple-cheeked face, and in the steady brown eyes the story of peaceful, guarded years, spent in the performance of always the same duties, lifted out of the commonplace by a rare touch of self-devotion and tender gratitude. Early in her nursing career Nurse L. had taken service with an invalid lady living with a friend. For some thirty-five years sha remained in the same service. In course of time, partly from old age, the friend also became an invalid, and the nurse waited upon both with a deep attachment, growing year by year more pathetic as it became evident that they were passing slowly away from her care. Neither lady had more than a small annuity to depend upon, and the fate of their faithful attendant became a matter of the deepest anxiety to them. At the very first intimation in the newspapers of the formation of a pension fund for nurses they set about procuring information, and owing to their activity Nurse L. ' herself, body and soul, during the best part of her life to him, receives a suit of mourning, and perhaps a present of ?10, or it may be only her patient's watch and photograph. The family mean to be very kind. They tell her they will never lose sight of her, and in any great season of distress she may probably count upon them for a postal order. The evil is. that they do not in the least realise either their own obligation or the difficulties of her position, and how every additional year of service with them, so far from being the benefit they had imagined, was placing her at a more serious disadvantage towards her profession. 
